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ABSTRACT
Both Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) and Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) emphasize the importance of
precise machine-readable models and automatic transforma-
tions on these models. In this paper we identify the need to
externally specify transformation units in terms of required
and provided model properties. We also present shortly how
one can use semantically rich transformation traceability in-
formation as a speciﬁc kind of externally quantiﬁable prop-
erty. Using precise speciﬁcations allows to break up mono-
lithic transformation implementations into modular chains
of transformation units that only depend each other’s, ex-
ternally speciﬁed, output model characteristics.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) [2] para-
digm oﬀers a methodology for the model-based development
of software. It can be seen as an addition to the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) [7] of the OMG. The latter fo-
cuses more on providing standardized technology speciﬁca-
tions for notation and tool-interpretability. The OMG also
provides a vision document but this is too generic to be
called a methodology. Both MDA and MDSD emphasize
the use of
1. Metamodeling for modeling-language design
2. Precise models
3. Automatic transformations
While the focus of MDSD is more on metamodeling (1) of
domain-speciﬁc languages, MDA pushes the use of the Uni-
ﬁed Modeling Language (UML) (2) [8], both not excluding
the other. UML oﬀers metamodeling facilities of its own
through the proﬁling mechanism. This mechanism is limited
to extending existing UML elements (keeping their inherent
capabilities and limitations) with new semantic meanings.
Applying proﬁles allows to tailor the UML to a speciﬁc do-
main and has the advantage of staying within a well-known
language for which there is existing tool support. The tech-
niques discussed in this paper are primarily targeted towards
the use of UML models and UML-to-UML transformations,
heavily using the proﬁling mechanism.
Since the UML is not conceived to be an execution platform,
models written in this language can not be run directly (al-
though there are some exceptions, xUML [10]). They need
to be translated to code for a concrete platform (e.g. Java)
in order to be useful. How such a translation should be done
is speciﬁed in model transformation speciﬁcations. These
speciﬁcations contain precise rules, describing how to re-
late source model elements to target model elements (Query
View Transform [5], [9]). A model transformation is sel-
dom a monolithic block but is rather composed of smaller,
what we like to call, chained transformation units. We deﬁne
transformation units as reusable building blocks of transfor-
mations. More information on transformations is given in
section 2.
This paper deals with breaking up large monolithic trans-
formations into smaller units that are more easily deﬁnable,
reusable, adaptable, etc. It is easier for these small units
to support the agile characteristics of MDSD such as small
team development, timeboxed iterations and iterative dual
track development [2]. We propose to break up transfor-
mations into smaller units that cooperate by explicitly de-
pending on each other’s output model characteristics. We
will address these dependencies in general and speciﬁcally
we will introduce the notion of transformation traceability
as a special kind of externally quantiﬁable model property.
Finally we will give a a complete example of breaking up a
transformation, allowing the reader the get a grasp of the
advantages of compact transformation units. We will wrap
up this paper by presenting some related work and drawing
conclusions.
2. TRANSFORMATIONS
The ultimate goal of the MDA is to start from highly ab-
stract models and gradually move to more concrete models
in order to eventually end up with models that can straight-
forwardly be implemented on a concrete technology plat-
form. In the ideal case a complete model transformation
is accomplished using a chain of small and reusable (possi-
bly oﬀ-the-shelf) transformation units. Each transformation
unit applies well-deﬁned and limited changes to a model.In this section we ﬁrst discuss how transformation units can
depend on each other, followed by a discussion of the concept
of transformation traceability. We end the section with a
presentation of a transformation traceability proﬁle.
2.1 Dependable Transformation Chain
We argue that it can be beneﬁcial to denote precise depen-
dencies between subsequent transformations units. Figure 1
shows two versions of the same transformation. Full lines in-
dicate transformation unit execution sequence, while dotted
lines indicate dependencies. The transformation (a) is com-
posed out of two other independent transformations — the
order of their application does not matter. They both have
to apply a lot of changes to the model in order to adhere to
their requirements. As a consequence they are not so easy
to implement. To ease the implementation eﬀort we can try
to decompose these large units into smaller chunks. The
second version (b) shows the results of a possible decom-
position. There now are four smaller transformation units,
from which transformation unit TFb relies on some model
properties that are delivered (guaranteed) by TFa. TFd and
TFc are related in a similar manner. One can immediately
see that the transformation units of the second transforma-
tion are much smaller and should be easier to create and to
maintain — at the cost of added dependencies of course.
(a) Independent – course-grained – chain
(b) Dependable – ﬁne-grained – chain
Figure 1: Conceptual transformation chain
Good practice in software engineering shows us that it is
useful to separate speciﬁcation (what it does) from imple-
mentation (how it does it). This is exactly what we have to
do in the area of transformations. Diﬀerent transformation
units need to explicitly deﬁne their dependencies at a high
enough level so that transformation units do not rely on each
other’s implicit low level implementation details. By this we
mean that they should only rely on externally quantiﬁable
properties of the model that are present after the execution
of the previous transformation unit. This implies that each
transformation unit should clearly deﬁne what one can ex-
pect (require) from its provided output model and facilitates
loosely coupled transformation units. Such a philosophy is
comparable to component based software engineering, which
promotes the use of software units that only have explicitly
deﬁned dependencies in terms of provided and required in-
terfaces.
UML proﬁles seem to be a good way to formally specify in-
and output model characteristics, and as consequence de-
pendencies between transformation units. They can be used
to constrain a model in almost any possible way, so when a
proﬁle is applied one can be certain of some speciﬁc model
properties. Examples of dependencies described in terms of
proﬁles can be as simple as ”TFb requires the CORBA pro-
ﬁle [6] to be applied”. It is also possible to specify dependen-
cies at an even higher level, for example ”TFd requires the
presence of interfaces for each class”, which can be fulﬁlled
by a number of proﬁles. In this paper we will speciﬁcally
talk about dependencies on transformation traceability in-
formation: ”Tfb requires traceability links of type X to be
present”. More investigation on other types of dependencies
are deferred to future work.
None of the dependency examples, given in the previous
paragraph, directly refer to other transformation units. They
rather describe dependencies at a higher level. The ex-
amples are all in the form of ”TFx requires Y”, with Y
some model characteristic. This indicates that the oppo-
site relation should also exist: ”TFy provides X”. A re-
quire/provides couple can than realize a dependency rela-
tionship — indicated in the ﬁgure using symbols for required
and provided features. The terminology we use here is delib-
erately chosen to match that of component based software
engineering.
In the following section we will give a concrete example of
how subsequent transformation units can use each other’s
transformation traceability links. We will also argue that
sometimes it is even required that transformation units are
aware of each other’s manipulations of the model.
2.2 TransformationTraceabilityDependencies
In order to explain what we understand by transformation
traceability dependencies, we will introduce an example trans-
formation chain. The transformation units in this chain will
make use of proﬁle applications to guide their transforma-
tion process. The chain is constructed of two transformation
units (rounded rectangles in ﬁgure 2). The ﬁrst one (Get-
SetTF) adds simple get- and set-operations to a class for
each of its appropriately marked attributes. The following
transformation unit (LogTF) adds logging logic. Each time
an attribute value is changed, this change will be logged.
An attribute value should only be changed through its cor-
responding set-operation. Since all set-operations are gener-
ated by the (GetSetTF) transformation unit we can enforce
this behavior. The LogTF transformation unit can than rely
on that set-operation to detect an attribute value change.
This creates an obvious dependency between the two units:
LogTF can add a call to its logging operation to each gener-
ated set-operation. To allow LogTF to do this, (GetSetTF)
has to leave behind enough information in order to ﬁnd set-
operations. Figure 2 shows the eﬀects of the two transforma-
tion units on a single class named Car. After the GetSetTF
transformation unit, generated get- and set-operations are
added to the class. Traceability links are added that in-
dicate the relation between each get- or set-operation and
its corresponding attribute. Next, the LogTF transforma-
tion unit adds its LogItem() operation to the class. From
the traceability links left behind by GetSetTF it can derive
which operations modify the value of an attribute, so it can
add the necessary operation calls. In turn it leaves behindFigure 2: Two traceability-aware transformation
units executed on a single class.
a traceability link that indicates when an item is logged —
whenever a set-operation is called in this simple case.
We must notice that, in the case of the GetSetTF it is possi-
ble to locate each operation that modiﬁes an attribute value
from the actions (from the UML action semantics) that be-
long to that operation, without needing the transformation
traceability links. This is in the assumption that the model
is complete; even than these explicit traceability links of-
fer the advantage of easier transformation implementations
because extensive searching is avoided.
This example perfectly illustrates why transformations are
sometimes required to be aware of each other. Take for
example the Speed attribute. It is annotated as Get, Set.
If the GetSetTF and the LogTF transformation units were
unaware of each other, they would both have to generate a
set-operation for the attribute. The GetSetTF has to gen-
erate it because the Set stereotype directly says so. LogTF
has to generate it in order to have a single modiﬁcation point
of the value of Speed. Two versions of the set-operation will
lead to unexpected behavior at execution time.
We showed the advantages oﬀered by using transformation
traceability links. The next section introduces a proﬁle that
allows to insert traceability links into UML models.
2.3 Transformation Traceability Proﬁle
We deﬁned a proﬁle (TFTraceProﬁle) that introduces trans-
formation traceability concepts into the UML. We will only
discuss this proﬁle superﬁcially — for further detail we refer
to [11]. Basically the proﬁle subclasses the UML Depen-
dency class to realize traceability links and to relate each
traceability link to a transformation unit. Because we do
not want any (historical) information to get lost we only al-
low obsolete elements to be marked as such instead of being
deleted for good.
Of course just inserting traceability links between each (group
of) source and target element(s) does not add much value
to our models. Doing so creates an abundance of less useful
links that just say ”target is derived from source”. While
this can be very useful for the internals of transformation
engines (see section ), it is not the desired eﬀect for our
situation. That is why we require two additional actions:
1. Deﬁnition of sub-proﬁles that add rich semantics to the
basic traceability links for each sub-transformation.
2. Insertion of traceability links by the transformation
units themselves; they know best where and which
links to add.
There are two possibilities to extend the traceability proﬁle.
We can deﬁne a completely new, transformation unit spe-
ciﬁc, proﬁle based on TFTraceProﬁle. This derived proﬁle
will than only contain new types of traceability links with a
speciﬁc semantic meaning. Alternatively we can add trace-
ability links to existing proﬁles by creating a new proﬁle that
imports both the elements of the existing proﬁle and those
of TFTraceProﬁle. It makes sense to extend an existing pro-
ﬁle with the traceability proﬁle if it is applied to a model as
part of the result of a transformation.
Figure 3: Example: Use of the traceability proﬁle.
Figure 3 gives an example of the application of (two exten-
sions of) our traceability proﬁle. We can see that two trans-
formation units have changed the model. Both have added
their own semantically rich traceability links. The GetSetTF
has added the writes link while the FactoryTF has added
the creates link. Using these links, a subsequent transfor-
mation unit can precisely determine how generated elements
are related. This makes richer speciﬁcation of transforma-
tion units possible.
3. A COMPLETE BREAK UP
In this section we give an example of how a monolithic, non-
ﬂexible, transformation can be decomposed into a ﬂexible
chain of dependent transformation units.
Figure 4 denotes the starting situation. It shows a mono-
lithic transformation unit PersistTF, which is responsible to
add automatic persistency features to a model. The mod-
eler only needs to indicate which attributes need to be per-
sistent and which attributes trigger a save operation when
their value is changed. Such annotations can be made us-
ing a proﬁle — PersistencyProﬁle in this case. PersistTF
generates three things: unique ID attributes for each class
(as its primary key), set-operations for each attribute that
is marked as a save-trigger and the persistency logic itself.
It is required that the PersistencyProﬁle has been applied
to the model before execution of PersistTF. Because thisFigure 4: A monolithic transformation.
transformation unit is fairly large it can be diﬃcult to make
changes to it, digging in the transformation code. For this
and other reasons, mentioned throughout the text, we will
decompose this unit into smaller units using the dependable
transformation chain approach.
Figure 5: Adding dedicated set- and get-operation
generation.
To decompose PersistTF, we have to split oﬀ every function-
ality that is not a core persistency issue or any functional-
ity that can potentially be useful for other transformation
units. We start by relieving PersistTF from having to gen-
erate set-operations. This will be made the responsibility of
the GetSetTF (see ﬁgure 5). This unit requires the GetSet-
Proﬁle, which deﬁnes stereotypes to mark attributes with
get or set, to be applied. Obviously it generates get- and
set-operations accordingly. For PersistTF to be able to use
these operations correctly it requires GetSetTF to provide
the necessary traceability links. In fact GetSetTF does not
have to provide them but they have to be present and it
seems that GetSetTF is the best candidate to do so.
Figure 6: Adding dedicated ID attribute generation.
Adding the GetSetTF unit does not relieve PersistTF from
having to generate set-operations completely. It still has
to generate ID attributes and, accordingly, accompanying
set-operations since these attributes are not known at the
time that GetSetTF executes. To solve this we introduce
yet another transformation unit, called IDGenTF (see ﬁg-
ure 6). This unit will only generate ID attributes for classes.
Adding this unit to the front of the chain enables GetSetTF
to generate get- and set-operations for the newly added ID
attributes. PersistTF is now relieved from generating IDs
but it still needs to know which attributes are the IDs, so
it requires IDGenTF to leave behind this information. This
can be done by leaving the IDProﬁle marks (partly) in place.
A curious phenomenon arises. The dependency from Per-
sistTF on IDProﬁle has the interesting property that Per-
sistencyProﬁle is actually an extension of IDProﬁle. So, it
is suﬃcient that PersistTF only requires PersistencyProﬁle.
4. RELATED WORK
We proposed to deﬁne dependencies between transformation
units by means of proﬁles that encapsulate model properties
in order to modularize transformations. In order to better
support breaking up transformations into small units trans-
formation traceability information was introduced. This
brings us to two areas of related work, namely requirements
traceability in UML and transformation languages with re-
spect to their facilities for reuse and transformation trace-
ability.
Requirements traceability is used particularly in software
evolution management. When a stakeholder issues a new or
changed requirement we want to be able to easily localize
the (modeling) artifacts that are inﬂuenced by that require-
ment. Managing the links between (textual) requirements
and implementing artifacts at several levels throughout the
development process is generally referred to as requirements
traceability. A reference metamodel for representing re-
quirements traceability links within the UML is described
in [4]. The authors of that paper choose to integrate their
mechanisms into the UML in order to represent all software
artifacts in one model. We believe that it can beneﬁcial
to integrate our approach towards transformation traceabil-
ity with an UML-based requirements traceability approach
since there is some overlap between the two.
Currently many model transformation languages and tools
are available. Many of them are just in an experimental
phase ad oﬀer very little tool support. We shortly discuss
the IBM Model Transformation Framework [3], the Atlas
Transformation Language [1] and the latest Query View
Transformation (QVT) proposal issued by the QVT-Merge
group [9]. Both the MTF and the ATL are more or less
inspired by earlier QVT proposals. The MTF is the sim-
plest language, oﬀering only declarative language constructs.
Both the ATL and QVT are hybrid languages. All three
languages automatically generate traceability links between
every source/target model element related by the transfor-
mation. These links are typed by their creating transfor-
mation rule and cannot be manually created by the user.
In the MTF these links are not user-accessible at all. The
ATL only oﬀers the ability to export generated links as a
separate model. QVT oﬀers some operations in order to
use the links in the transformation itself but only in an in-direct fashion, for example to search all generated target
elements that are generated from one source element. In
contrast, our approach types the links by stereotypes with
arbitrary semantics, which are deﬁned externally and inde-
pendently of any transformation language. These links are
completely controlled by the implementer of the transfor-
mation. In summary, the traceability support as is provided
by the current transformation languages lacks ﬂexibility in
terms of the possibility to insert and access custom trace-
ability links programmatically. To our knowledge only QVT
has language support for reusing externally deﬁned trans-
formations to construct a transformation chain. However,
it is not clear if traceability links remain available between
subsequent transformations. External speciﬁcation of trans-
formations, describing expected and provided model prop-
erties, is not oﬀered by any of the transformation languages.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We stated that there is a clear need to specify the eﬀects of
transformation units independently from their implementa-
tion in order to make them more manageable. UML proﬁles
are a good candidate to specify these eﬀects formally and ex-
plicitly. In this way, a transformation chain can be compared
to a component composition. We also introduced the notion
of semantically rich transformation traceability as one way
in which to break up a large transformation into a chain of
smaller transformation units. Transformation traceability
information is one kind of information that can be required
or provided by a transformation unit and provides an ex-
tra opportunity to better modularize transformations. We
deﬁned a proﬁle in order to insert traceability constructs.
Specifying the required and provided model characteristics
in formal manner contributes to the agile aspect of MDSD
because only than can several transformation units be devel-
oped independently. Units can be swapped in and out of the
transformation chain in a controlled fashion, contributing to
the development of product lines.
Our future work includes the reﬁnement of our traceabil-
ity proﬁle, adding as much generally useable constructs as
possible. Furthermore we are going to investigate more thor-
oughly in which ways proﬁles can be used to specify a trans-
formation unit’s required and provide model features.
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